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1. Introduction
In September 2017, NZX Limited released a discussion paper and survey to commence a review of the

NZX Listing Rules and market structure. We received feedback from 68 interested parties. Thank you to

all those parties who have engaged in the review so far. Copies of non-confidential submissions are available

here.

This consultation paper outlines the proposed changes to the Listing Rules and reasoning. An exposure

draft of the proposed updated Listing Rules can be viewed here. NZX plans to have updated rules

approved and published by the end of 2018. NZX is now seeking further feedback on these rules.

Subject to feedback, the following timetable is proposed for the remainder of the review:

8 June 2018 Deadline for further submissions

Q3 2018 Finalisation and approval of proposals

Q4 2018 Publication of approved rules1

1 January 2019 Updated rules become effective

1 July 2019 End of transition period2

1 This will follow a period for approval of proposed rule amendments by the Financial Markets Authority under section 331 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
2 Subject to any published or agreed exceptions or rulings

 

To contribute to the next round of discussion, please send your submission to NZX via

consultation@nzx.com on or before 8 June 2018. NZX intends to publish comments received

so it is important that you indicate in your submission if you have any objection to the release

of information contained in your submission.

If you have any queries in relation to the review, please contact:

Hamish Macdonald

NZX General Counsel and Head of Policy

Hamish.macdonald@nzx.com

(09) 308 3701
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2. Executive summary
As part of NZX’s refreshed strategy, we are focused on growing the exchange’s core markets business.

This review is an important part of delivering the architecture needed for an updated market structure

with rules which promote market development and facilitate the listing of a broad range of financial products.

The Listing Rules also act as an important interface with our customers. They must be fit for purpose, and

effective, so the review seeks to improve the current customer experience.

This review supports separate initiatives being delivered by New Zealand’s exchange to promote

increased liquidity on the secondary market, which is an important aspect of our product offering and a

crucial shareholder protection.

The exchange is working to develop its customer offering by pursuing opportunities to partner with other

exchanges in order to enhance access by NZX listed issuers to offshore markets. We have recently signed

a memorandum of understanding with each of Hong Kong Stock Exchange and Singapore Stock

Exchange. These measures will provide additional opportunities for New Zealand investors to access

investment opportunities in offshore companies listed on NZX. The Listing Rules play an important role

in facilitating these outcomes.

As a general aim NZX has been seeking to align its policy settings with international markets where it

makes sense to do so, while ensuring that measures meet the needs of participants in New Zealand’s markets.

The Listing Rule review is an important project for NZX and we are grateful to all those who have engaged

in the review to date.

OBJECTIVES OF REVIEW

The objectives of the review, as described in the discussion document, are as follows:

Reduce complexity with the current three equity market structure and build scale in the

Main Board;

Enhance investor protections to increase confidence and participation in our markets;

Accommodate the listing of a broader range of financial products and issuers with fit for

purpose rules for small to medium sized issuers, funds and debt issuers;

Improve access for foreign listings to expand the range of investable products for New

Zealand investors; and

Remove unnecessary compliance costs, introduce tools to reduce the cost of compliance

and ensure the rules are easy to navigate and use.
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PROCESS SO FAR AND FEEDBACK RECEIVED

This review is being carried out in two main stages of consultation. Having developed proposals based

on an initial round of feedback we are now seeking feedback on the second stage of the review.

Depending on feedback to this stage we may provide an additional opportunity for targeted feedback

on updated Listing Rules before implementation.

We received very strong engagement in the first stage of the review from a broad range of stakeholders.

There was strong support for the objectives of the review. Based on feedback, NZX has modified its

proposals from the discussion document as explained below.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED OUTCOMES

There was strong support for simplification of the current equity market structure. However, most

submitters did not support a proposal for a two-tier equity structure. Submitters agreed that the rules

should cater for a broad range of financial products, so we are proposing outcomes which deliver an open

architecture to facilitate the listing of equity, funds, debt and issuers who are already listed overseas.

While we do not propose to retain a separate regime for smaller companies we are conscious of the need

to ensure that compliance costs are proportionate and that the Listing Rules are effective in delivering

shareholder protections. Feedback generally indicated that Listing Rule settings are not the determining

factor in terms of whether a company may seek to list so differential settings are unlikely to be successful

in attracting significant numbers of additional listings. It is also important to ensure that appropriate

settings are in place so that issuers are of sufficient scale to list.

For debt issuers we are proposing a number of measures which will continue the strong momentum in

NZX’s Debt Market. The focus has been to remove unnecessary compliance requirements in the form of

spread and free float requirements and to improve speed to market, which is crucial for these issuers. NZX

proposes to achieve this by removing the requirement to seek NZX Regulation approval for debt offers

made in reliance on the exclusion within clause 19 of schedule 1 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act

2013 (FMC Act) - sometimes referred to as QFP debt offers. These types of offers are already primarily

regulated by legislation. We are also proposing to extend this for equity offers carried out under schedule

1 of the FMC Act.

Submitters did not think NZX should play a role in certifying green bonds but we are committed to

pursuing initiatives which develop this aspect of the market. We are also considering introduction of a

rule that requires such issues to be appropriately certified by existing external standards but we are

considering this further. NZX has already provided guidance to companies who are considering issuing

green bonds - available here - see section 10 of this guidance note. We also seek further feedback on a

proposal to introduce a framework for the listing of wholesale debt.

There has been strong support for development of a specialist funds segment of the market. We have

designed a regime which leverages the requirements for funds outlined in the FMC Act. Investment

entities will still be able to choose to list as general equity issuers if they prefer. It is proposed that both

equity and funds issuers are listed on the NZX Main Board.

We are enhancing settings to facilitate the listing of overseas companies. We are renaming this as the NZX

Foreign Exempt regime and removing the current restriction on companies incorporated in New Zealand
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from listing under this category, because there is no reason why the principle of substituted compliance

should not apply to these companies if they are meeting regulatory standards on an approved overseas market.

Most of the measures proposed by NZX on specific rule settings were considered uncontroversial and

were suppoerted by the market. These individual settings are discussed in more detail in the sections

which follow, including Appendix 2.

NEXT STEPS AND FEEDBACK SOUGHT

NZX seeks feedback on the proposed outcomes of the review via this consultation paper. We have

explained in the section that follows the basic settings which are proposed for an updated market

structure – a summary of these settings is outlined in Appendix 1.

We have also attached an exposure draft of proposed updates and we welcome feedback on all aspects

of the proposed updated Listing Rules. We have highlighted some specific areas of change within

appendix 2 and raised questions for feedback.

We are allowing 8 weeks for feedback on the next stage of the review to allow as much opportunity as

possible for engagement. NZX would be happy to meet with any interested parties to discuss feedback

and/or to receive written feedback.

Given that we are proposing amendments to the current market structure, as supported by the feedback,

there will need to be transition arrangements under the new rules for some existing issuers. This includes

issuers currently listed on the NZAX and NXT Markets. We seek feedback from those issuers on their views

on appropriate transitional arrangements as part of this stage of the review. NZX is committed to working

with our existing NZAX and NXT issuers to manage such transitions pragmatically.

In addition, NZX will provide details on the last date that it will accept applications to list on the NXT

Market. Assuming that the proposals outlined in this paper are supported, that date is expected to be in

Q3 2017 when NZX applies to the FMA for approval of updated Listing Rules.

After we have progressed towards final drafting, NZX will apply to the Financial Markets Authority for

approval of updated Listing Rules.
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3. Updated market structure and rule
settings
Our engagement with industry in 2017 highlighted a number of concerns with the current equity markets

structure. We received feedback that those market settings had not resulted in the costs savings

anticipated, was complicated and was not achieving the desired aims of attracting smaller issuers to the

listed market.

We explored whether retaining a two-tier structure for equity issuers would be a preferable option for an

updated structure but market feedback indicated that a single equity board would operate more

effectively for the New Zealand market. Submitters did not support offering differentiation for SME equity

issuers in the form of a separate market/board, but supported differentiation between issuers based on

the financial products they offered – such as equity, debt and funds.

This will simplify the Listing Rules and have the effect of raising minimum standards for listing, which are

important for supporting confidence in a regulated market. We welcome feedback on whether the

updated rules will effectively meet the needs of SMEs.

NZX is conscious of catering for smaller and earlier stage issuers and notes that flexibility in governance

requirements is achieved via the NZX Corporate Governance Code (the NZX Code).  

A modular approach to updated rules was popular as a mechanism to deliver differentiation for specialist

issuers and product types i.e. for equity, debt and funds. It is proposed that equity and funds issuers will

be listed on the Main Board and debt will remain on the Debt Market.

Listing Rule Review
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The simplification of the current market structure will allow NZX to remove entirely two of its existing rule

sets. In terms of the remaining NZX Main Board/Debt Market Listing Rules, NZX has simplified and

streamlined the rules as follows:

To make them more navigable, using clear headings and logical ordering throughout

Reordering the rules to prioritise the rules used most frequently, and vice versa.

Redrafted the rules into plain English to make the rules more approachable

Over time we intend to introduce additional tools and resources to facilitate compliance

Incorporating class rulings, waivers and practice notes into updated rules

Below is a summary of the proposed material settings for equity, debt and funds issuers under the

updated rules. Explanation of some of the proposed detailed changes under the updated settings is

included in appendix 2, together with a request for feedback on those matters.

Generally, NZX has sought to align definitions within the rules to the definitions in the FMC Act wherever

possible.

EQUITY

Eligibility for listing
We propose spread requirements for equity issuers of 300 financial product holders and 20% free-float.

These proposals received strong support and align with other international markets.

The minimum market capitalisation requirement will be increased to $15 million to ensure that companies

are of a reasonable scale and have sufficient investor support to list.

Governance
We intend to retain a requirement for at least three directors and minimum rotation and independence

requirements. We have simplified the director rotation requirements so that these are easier to apply in

practice, while retaining the same current investor protection.

We will retain a requirement in the Listing Rules for at least one director who is ordinarily resident in New

Zealand, but we will allow this residency requirement to be met by an Australian resident director. The

policy intention of this requirement, that shareholders can easily contact a director, can also be met even

if the rule is extended to Australian directors due to the ease of contacting Australian residents. The

recognition of Australian resident directors is consistent with the Companies Act 1993 regime for

residency requirements.

In order to address investor feedback we propose to retain a minimum mandatory requirement for two

independent directors. We will enhance this with a recommendation in the NZX Code that companies

have a majority of independent directors. The NZX Code will also include factors to help assess independence.

Investors strongly supported retention of a mandatory requirement for equity issuers to have an audit

committee and did not want this moved into the NZX Code.

Disclosure and reporting
It is proposed that issuers no longer be required to publish a separate half-year report. Feedback from the

market has been that the half-year report introduces significant compliance cost without commensurate
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benefit to the market. Instead, issuers will be required to publish preliminary financial statements for their

half year, as well as publish preliminary financial statements and an annual report for their full financial year.

To promote existing investor protections we are proposing to enhance issuers’ continuous disclosure

obligations, to extend to constructive knowledge as well as actual knowledge. This will enable NZX to

consider the information that a reasonable director or senior manager ought to have known, when

determining whether an issuer has complied with its continuous disclosure obligations. This extends the

current position, which is limited to disclosure of material information that a director or senior manager

actually knew. This will align with the position of ASX and ensures that issuers have sufficient governance

frameworks in place for material information to be identified and disclosed to market.

NZX has engaged with issuers in the past to encourage them to consider their disclosure more

holistically. Disclosure to the market does not need to be limited to the information that is required by the

Listing Rules, and issuers should be considering their investor relation function as part of a broader

disclosure approach. Communication with shareholders is vital for providing updates on the issuer’s

business and financials, and should not be considered solely a compliance obligation.

We have proposed some updates to the NZX Code (see recommendations 1.1(e), new recommendations

2.4, 2.8, 4.3, 8.4 and 8.5) to support the rule changes and we welcome further feedback on these

proposed changes.

Voting rights and dilution
There were split views about the thresholds for requiring approval on further issues of shares, but there

was a good degree of support for tightening the placement threshold to 15% for further issues, as

reflected in the new draft rules. Voting by polls is also strongly encouraged and there is additional

commentary in the NZX Code regarding this at recommendation 8.4.

There was opposition to amending the threshold for requiring shareholder approval of major transactions

(i.e. from a test of transactions representing 50% of the size of the company’s market capitalisation to

25%). Feedback indicated this would inadvertently capture ‘business as usual’ transactions. In response

to this feedback we do not propose to make this change. However, to address investor concerns in this

area, we have amended current Listing Rule 9.1.1(a) to capture approval for transactions which would

significantly change, either directly or indirectly, the nature or scale of the Issuer‘s business - see new rule

5.1.1(a). This amendment to the existing requirement will align with the equivalent ASX rule in this area.

We have retained the current thresholds for approval of related party transactions but made some

amendments to some aspects of the operation of this rule and we welcome further feedback on these proposals.

NZX Foreign Exempt listings
Subject to engagement with the impacted companies, NZX proposes to remove the Dual Listed Issuer

regime and retain a single standard for all issuers already listed on recognised exchanges overseas,

regardless of whether they are incorporated in New Zealand or elsewhere, as Foreign Exempt issuers

(renamed from the current term Overseas Listed Issuer). A Foreign Exempt Issuer will be required to

provide NZX with the same information and notices as required by its Home Exchange.

In addition, as mentioned above, we are currently building relationships with various exchanges, such as

HKEX and SGX. This process, which includes memoranda of understanding as a first step, and recognition

by NZX as a second step, will provide New Zealand investors with a wider range of companies to invest in.
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DEBT

Feedback supported removal of the spread and free float requirements. We propose to retain a small

minimum market capitalisation requirement of $15 million.

The ability to expedite the timing of access to debt funding is important for debt issuers so we propose

to remove the requirement for NZX Regulation review and approval of QFP debt offer documents. These

types of offers have been specifically carved out of the disclosure regime in the FMC Act, which is a

reflection of their lower risk. In this case, that risk assessment is due to the issuer’s existing obligation to

comply with the continuous disclosure regime, paired with a cleansing notice. NZX will continue to

request details in relation to proposed transactions for operational purposes. We are also seeking

feedback on a proposal to introduce a listing (but not quotation) regime for wholesale debt.

FUNDS

Feedback supported specific rules for funds. We propose to apply the same spread, free-float and

minimum market capitalisation requirements as will apply to equity issuers. Submitters considered that

existing legislative settings under the FMC Act provide a sufficient regulatory framework for funds so

duplication by NZX rules is unnecessary.

We propose a 15% limit for new issues of units without unitholder approval for closed-ended funds.

Open-ended funds will not be subject to a limit under the Listing Rules.

Periodic disclosure will be addressed by the fund update regime set out under the FMC Act. Continuous

disclosure will also apply under the Listing Rules.

Overseas funds will also be able to take advantage of the Foreign Exempt Issuer regime.

OTHER FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Depository receipts generally received positive feedback. Submitters indicated that international settings

could help guide how these could work. We will be considering this matter further but have not proposed

any specific amendments to the rules at this stage.
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4. Transition arrangements
NZX seeks a swift transition for issuers to the updated rules and market structure, while allowing sufficient

time to adjust to new settings. We appreciate the changes will have a more significant impact on some

issuers, particularly those on the NZAX and NXT boards.

To accommodate this, we propose that the new Listing Rules will come into force with a 6 month grace

period. The period would start on 1 January 2019 and end 30 June 2019. NZX would also publish the

final version of the new Listing Rules as soon as possible to give as much notice as possible of the updated

settings. This essentially means that issuers will be able to opt-in to the new regime from 1 January 2019,

but will be required to comply by no later than 1 July 2019. We note that some issuers may need to

update existing governing documents in response to the rule changes and we seek feedback on the

appropriate time frame to address this aspect.

NZX will offer all support necessary to facilitate transition and clear time frames for transition. We will also

be working to deliver supporting materials, such as updated guidance and other resources, within a time

frame that supports the opt-in date of 1 January 2019 and a compliance date of 1 July 2019. We will

consult on areas of material guidance. In addition, NZX will provide details on the last date that it will

accept applications to list on the NXT Market. Assuming that the proposals outlined in this paper are

supported, that date is expected to be in Q3 2017 when NZX applies to the FMA for approval of updated

Listing Rules.

NZX would like feedback on the proposed transition timeframes noted above and feedback on other

factors NZX should consider.
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5. Feedback sought

We welcome all feedback on the next stage of the review. Please provide feedback in a form

that suits you.

1. Do you agree with the proposed updated market structure?

2. Do you agree with the proposed updated structure of the Listing Rules?

3. Please provide feedback on the proposed minimum listing and ongoing listing obligations

described above.

4. Please provide feedback on the process for the remainder of the review.

5. Please provide feedback on transition arrangements.

Listing Rule Review
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6. Appendix 1 – summary of settings
Current Equity Debt Funds

Spread Requirements Minimum 500 Minimum 300 None Minimum 300

Free Float 25% 20% None 20%

Minimum market cap $5 m $15 m $15 m $15 m

Minimum number of
directors 3 3 Issuer of debt shall

comply with part 4 of
the FMCA to the extent
required by law. If a
debt issuer is not
subject to Part 4 of the
FMCA, such debt issuer
should comply with all
applicable laws relating
to its governance. A
debt issuer should have
at least 1 NZ or Aust
resident director.

Governed by legislation
for licensed MIS.
General discretion for
NZX to impose
governance
requirements if FMCA
does not apply. Board of
the Manager must
include at least one NZ
or Aust resident
director.

Director rotation
requirements

One third of directors
have to retire annually

Directors must retire
every three years

NZ or Aust resident
directors

Two NZ ordinary
residents.

One NZ or Aust resident
directors

Independent Directors

Minimum of 2 or one
third, whichever is
greater

Minimum 2.
Recommended majority

NZX Code Yes Yes

Audit Committee
requirement Yes Yes

Periodic reporting Yes

Yes – full year and half
year preliminary
financial statements.
Annual report.

Yes – full year and half
year preliminary
financial statements.
Annual report.

Governed via legislation
for licensed MIS

Continuous disclosure Yes Yes Yes Yes

Placement threshold 20% 15% N/A
15% for close-ended
funds

Major Transactions
threshold 50% 50% N/A N/A

Related party
transactions 10% 10% N/A

N/A – covered by
legislation
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7. Appendix 2 – explanatory notes and
specific feedback sought

INTRODUCTION

An explanation of the principles underpinning the structure of the updated Listing Rules has

been provided under section 3 above. We have outlined below some of the key changes to

operation of the rules and requested feedback in some of these specific areas. References to

rules noted below are to the updated rules.

GLOSSARY

To the extent possible definitions have been aligned with those in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013

(the FMC Act).

We have proposed to update the definition of Average Market Capitalisation to mean in relation to an

issuer, the Average Market Price multiplied by the number of Equity Securities carrying votes.

Under this definition Average Market Price must be calculated over both a 20 business day period and

over a 5 business day period and the lesser value applied. This calculation has been proposed to reduce

potential for manipulation or aberration results.

1. Is this an appropriate way to measure Average Market Capitalisation and Average Market Price of an

issuer?

2. Do you agree with the proposed change to the definition of Associated Person to align with the FMC

Act.?

We propose to update the definition of Minimum Holding to holdings with a minimum value of $1,000.

3. Do you agree with the proposed approach to Minimum Holdings?

We propose to introduce a new definition of Senior Manager, aligned with the meaning given in section

6 of the FMC Act, namely a person who is not a director but occupies a position that allows that person

to exercise significant influence over the management or administration (for example, a chief executive

or a chief financial officer). We propose to use this definition within the rules to place the current term Officer.

We note a broader group than Senior Managers tends to be used for diversity reporting currently so NZX

is amending that requirement to ensure comparable diversity reporting in future.

4. Do you agree with the proposed use of the term Senior Manager?

Security – This now has the meaning given in section 6 of the FMC Act. The former NZX definition of

security has been deleted in favour of aligning with the terminology relating to “financial products” in the

FMC Act.

5. Do you agree with the proposed use of Security?
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Disqualifying Relationship – The definition of “Disqualifying Relationship” has been amended to remove

the current deeming provisions and retain an overarching test. The updated definition of a Disqualifying

Relationship now covers any direct or indirect interest, position, association or relationship that might

influence or could reasonably be perceived to influence in a material way the Directors capacity to bring

an independent view to decision making. There is also be a new recommendation in the NZX Code (2.8)

director independence to support this change. Additional commentary has been included within

recommendation 2.4 which will be used to assess whether there is a disqualifying relationship.

6. Please provide feedback on the definition of a Disqualifying Relationship and the commentary under

recommendation 2.4 of the NZX Code which will be used to assess independence.

ELIGIBILITY AND LISTING

We have proposed spread and free float requirements for equity and funds issuers of 300 holders and

20%, respectively and a minimum market capitalisation requirement of $15m.

7. Do you agree with the proposed updated eligibility requirements for equity (rule 1.1) and funds (rule

1.4)?

REVERSE/BACKDOOR LISTING PROVISIONS

A new definition of Reverse or Backdoor Listing has been included in the rules and is broadly similar to

ASX’s approach. In the event of a backdoor listing, NZX may:

Require the Issuer to re-apply for listing/quotation;

Suspend quotation of its securities, and/or;

Require a new profile to be prepared.

8. Do you agree with the proposed updated approach to Backdoor Listings (rule 1.11.1)?

GOVERNANCE

The director rotation requirements have been amended to align with ASX so a director qualifying for

rotation is any Director who has held office (without re-election) past the third annual meeting following

the Director’s appointment or 3 years, whichever is longer. An Issuer may continue to rely on the

Executive Director exception but we are proposing to remove the separate exception relating to a Special

Office.

9. We propose deleting the special office exception. Do you agree with the proposed amendments to

the director rotation requirements under rule 2.7?

10.Currently there is no cooling off period for audit partners under NZX’s rules. Should there be a

cooling off period of 5 years so that the transition period for NZX listed issuers aligns with Australia/

ASX under proposed update auditing standards?

11.What is an appropriate time frame to allow issuers to update Governing Documents in response to

amended rules?

DISCLOSURE

Immediate Disclosure of Material Information – An issuer has an obligation to release information to NZX

promptly and without delay, including where it has constructive knowledge (in line with the ASX definition
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of ‘Aware’). This means issuers will be subject to continuous disclosure obligations where a Director or

Senior Manager has, or ought reasonably to have, come into possession of material information in the

course of the performance of their duties.

12.Do you agree with the proposal to introduce a concept of constructive knowledge in respect of the

continuous disclosure (rule 3.1.1) requirement?

13.Do you agree with the proposal to remove the requirement for half year reports (rule 3.5 and 3.6) and

the amendment of "immediately" to "promptly and without delay"?

14.Do you have any feedback on the proposed updates to timing requirements within section 3 of the rules?

CHANGES IN CAPITAL

Is it proposed that Equity Securities issued under a Share Purchase Plan (SPP) Equity Securities does not

exceed 5% of fully paid and Vote carrying Equity Securities already on issue - see updated definition

within the glossary.

We have also proposed to reduce the placement threshold to 15% under rule 4.1.2.

15.Do you agree with the new SPP threshold and placement thresholds?

MAJOR TRANSACTIONS

In response to feedback it is proposed that the Major Transaction threshold will remain at 50% of the

Average Market Capitalisation (see amended definition) of an Issuer. However, in response to investor

feedback, we have introduced an amended rule 5.1.1(a), which will align with the equivalent ASX

requirement in this area.

16.Do you agree with the proposed treatment of Major Transactions?

NZX FOREIGN EXEMPT ISSUERS

The current Overseas Listed Issuer regime will be renamed the NZX Foreign Exempt regime - see rule

1.6.1. If a company is an New Zealand incorporated company, it will no longer be prohibited from

applying to be a Foreign Exempt issuer if it has a primary listing on a Recognised Stock Exchange and

wishes to apply for a secondary listing on the NZX Main Board.

17.Do you agree with the updated scope for NZX Foreign Exempt Issuers?

DEBT

Current spread and free float requirements are proposed to be removed. We also have proposed to

remove the requirement for NZX Regulation approval of QFP debt offer documents.

18.Do you agree with the changes to settings for Debt?

We have proposed to introduce a new regime for the listing of Wholesale Debt Securities (see new

defined term and rule 1.8). This will allow for the listing (but not quotation of) wholesale debt, similar to

the approach in other jurisdictions.

19.Do you agree with the proposal to introduce a listing regime for Wholesale Debt Securities?
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FUNDS

20.Do you agree with the proposed $15m minimum market capitalisation for new listings of funds for

both open and closed ended funds?

21.Do you agree with the proposal that Major transaction and Related Party Transaction provisions in the

rules do not apply to funds given the operation of legislation?

NZX REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS

We propose to no longer review and approve constitutions for new listings although solicitor opinions

will continue to be required. We also propose not to review QFP offer documents under schedule 1 of the

FMC Act - see rule 7.1.2.(b)

22.Do you agree with these proposed changes?

CHANGE TO NZX CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE (NZX CODE)

There is a proposed new recommendation 2.8 that a majority of the board should be independent directors.

Factors which may influence independence have now been added to the NZX Code within the

commentary to recommendation 2.4. These criteria are based on guidance used within the ASX

Corporate Governance Council’s principles and guidelines and it is proposed that these criteria are used

to consider the test for Disqualifying Relationships within the Listing Rules.

Factors that may impact director independence are:

recently being employed in an executive role by the issuer or any of its subsidiaries;

recently holding a senior role in a provider of material professional services to the issuer or any of its

subsidiaries

a recent or current material business relationship (e.g. as a supplier or customer) with the issuer or any

of its subsidiaries;

a substantial product holder of the issuer, or an officer of, or person otherwise associated with, a

substantial product holder of the issuer;

a recent or current contractual relationship with the issuer or any of its subsidiaries, other than as a director;

having close family ties with anyone in the categories listed above;

having been a director of the entity for a length of time that may compromise independence.

In each case, the materiality of the interest, position, association or relationship needs to be assessed to

determine whether it might interfere, or might reasonably be seen to interfere, with the director’s

capacity to bring an independent judgment to bear on issues before the board and to act in the best

interests of the issuer and its security holders generally.

23.Do you have any feedback on the proposed criteria for considering independence outlined in

recommendation 2.4?

Recommendation 8.5 - The number of days that a board should post the notice of Annual Meeting on

that company’s website is amended from 28 days to 20 business days in order to align with terminology

used in legislation.
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